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Abstract. We investigate the relation of two fundamental tools in machine learning and signal processing, that is the support vector machine (SVM) for classification, and the Lasso technique used in regression. We show that the resulting
optimization problems are equivalent, in the following sense. Given any instance of
an `2 -loss soft-margin (or hard-margin) SVM, we construct a Lasso instance having
the same optimal solutions, and vice versa.
As a consequence, many existing optimization algorithms for both SVMs and
Lasso can also be applied to the respective other problem instances. Also, the
equivalence allows for many known theoretical insights for SVM and Lasso to be
translated between the two settings. One such implication gives a simple kernelized
version of the Lasso, analogous to the kernels used in the SVM setting. Another
consequence is that the sparsity of a Lasso solution is equal to the number of support
vectors for the corresponding SVM instance, and that one can use screening rules
to prune the set of support vectors. Furthermore, we can relate sublinear time
algorithms for the two problems, and give a new such algorithm variant for the
Lasso. We also study the regularization paths for both methods.

1. Introduction
Linear classifiers and kernel methods, and in particular the support vector machine (SVM)
[CV95], are among the most popular standard tools for classification. On the other hand, `1 regularized least squares regression, i.e. the Lasso estimator [Tib96], is one of the most widely
used tools for robust regression and sparse estimation.
Along with the many successful practical applications of SVMs and the Lasso in various fields,
there is a vast amount of existing literature1 on the two methods themselves, considering both
theory and also algorithms for each of the two. However, the two research topics developed
largely independently and were not much set into context with each other so far.
In this chapter, we attempt to better relate the two problems, with two main goals in mind.
On the algorithmic side, we show that many of the existing algorithms for each of the two
problems can be set into comparison, and can be directly applied to the other respective problem.
As a particular example of this idea, we can apply the recent sublinear time SVM algorithm
by [CHW10] also to any Lasso problem, resulting in a new alternative sublinear time algorithm
variant for the Lasso.
On the other hand, we can relate and transfer existing theoretical results between the literature for SVMs and the Lasso. In this spirit, a first example is the idea of the kernel trick.
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Originally employed for SVMs, this powerful concept has allowed for lifting most insights from
the linear classifier setting also to the more general setting of non-linear classifiers, by using
an implicit higher dimensional space. Here, by using our equivalence, we propose a simple kernelized variant of the Lasso, being equivalent to the well-researched use of kernels in the SVM
setting.
As another example, we can also transfer some insights in the other direction, from the Lasso
to SVMs. The important datapoints, i.e. those that define the solution to the SVM classifier,
are called the support vectors. Having a small set of support vectors is crucial for the practical
performance of SVMs. Using our equivalence, we see that the set of support vectors for a given
SVM instance is exactly the same as the sparsity pattern of the corresponding Lasso solution.
Screening rules are a way of pre-processing the input data for a Lasso problem, in order to
identify inactive variables. We show that screening rules can also be applied to SVMs, in order
to eliminate potential support vectors beforehand, and thereby speeding up the training process
by reducing the problem size.
Finally, we study the complexity of the solution paths of Lasso and SVMs, as the regularization parameter changes. We discuss path algorithms that apply to both problems, and also
translate a result on the Lasso path complexity to show that a single SVM instance, depending
on the scaling of the data, can have very different patterns of support vectors.
Support Vector Machines. In this chapter, we focus on large margin linear classifiers, and
more precisely on those SVM variants whose dual optimization problem is of the form
min kAxk2 .
x∈4

(1)

Here the matrix A ∈ Rd×n contains all n datapoints as its columns, and 4 is the unit simplex
in Rn , i.e. the set of probability vectors, that is the non-negative vectors whose entries sum
up to one. The formulation (1) includes the commonly used soft-margin SVM with `2 -loss. It
includes both the one or two classes variants, both with or without using a kernel, and both
using a (regularized) offset term (allowing hyperplanes not passing through the origin) or no
offset. We will explain these variants and the large margin interpretation of this optimization
problem in more detail in Section 2.
Lasso. On the other hand, the Lasso [Tib96], is given by the quadratic program
min kAx − bk2 .
x∈

(2)

It is also known as the constrained variant of `1 -regularized least squares regression. Here the
right hand side b is a fixed vector b ∈ Rd , and  is the `1 -unit-ball in Rn . Note that the 1norm k.k1 is the sum of the absolute values of the entries of a vector. Sometimes in practice, one
would like to have the constraint kxk1 ≤ r for some value r > 0, instead of the simple unit-norm
case kxk1 ≤ 1. However, in that case it is enough to simply re-scale the input matrix A by a
factor of r, in order to obtain our above formulation (2) for any general Lasso problem.
In applications of the Lasso, it is important to distinguish two alternative interpretations of
the data matrix A, which defines the problem instance (2): on one hand, in the setting of sparse
regression, the matrix A is usually called the dictionary matrix, with its columns A:j being the
dictionary elements, and the goal being to approximate the single vector b by a combination
of few dictionary vectors. On the other hand if the Lasso problem is interpreted as featureselection, then each row Ai: of the matrix A is interpreted as an input vector, and for each of
those, the Lasso is approximating the response bi to input row Ai: . The book [BvdG11] gives
a recent overview of Lasso-type methods and their broad applications. While the penalized
variant of the Lasso (meaning that the term kxk1 is added to the objective instead of imposed
as a constraint) is also popular in applications, here we focus on the original constrained variant.
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The Equivalence. We will prove that the two problems (1) and (2) are indeed equivalent, in
the following sense. For any Lasso instance given by (A, b), we construct an equivalent (hardmargin) SVM instance, having the same optimal solution. This will be a simple reduction
preserving all objective values. On the other hand, the task of finding an equivalent Lasso
instance for a given SVM appears to be a harder problem. Here we show that there always
exists such an equivalent Lasso instance, and furthermore, if we are given a weakly-separating
vector for the SVM (formal definition to follow soon below), then we can explicitly construct the
equivalent Lasso instance. This reduction also applies to the `2 -loss soft-margin SVM, where we
show that a weakly-separating vector is trivial to obtain, making the reduction efficient. The
reduction does not require that the SVM input data is separable.
Our shown equivalence is on the level of the (SVM or Lasso) training formulations, we’re not
making any claims on the performance of the two different kind of methods on unseen test data.
On the way to this goal, we will also explain the relation to the “non-negative” Lasso variant
when the variable vector x is required to lie in the simplex, i.e.
min kAx − bk2 .
x∈4

(3)

It turns out the equivalence of the optimization problems (1) and (3) is straightforward to see.
Our main contribution is to explain the relation of these two optimization problems to the
original Lasso problem (2), and to study some of the implications of the equivalence.
Related Work. The early work of [Gir98] has already significantly deepened the joint understanding of kernel methods and the sparse coding setting of the Lasso. Despite its title, [Gir98]
is not addressing SVM classifiers, but in fact the ε-insensitive loss variant of support vector
regression (SVR), which the author proves to be equivalent to a Lasso problem where ε then
becomes the `1 -regularization. Unfortunately, this reduction does not apply anymore when
ε = 0, which is the case of interest for standard hinge-loss SVR, and also for SVMs in the
classification setting, which are the focus of our work here.
Another reduction has been known if the SVR insensitivity parameter ε is chosen close enough
to one. In that case, [PRE98] has shown that the SVR problem can be reduced to SVM
classification with standard hinge-loss. Unfortunately, this reduction does not apply to Lasso
regression.
In a different line of research, [LYX05] have studied the relation of a dual variant of the Lasso
to the primal of the so called potential SVM originally proposed by [HO04, HO06], which is not
a classifier but a specialized method of feature selection.
In the application paper [GC05] in the area of computational biology, the authors already
suggested to make use of the “easier” direction of our reduction, reducing the Lasso to a very
particular SVM instance. The idea is to employ the standard trick of using two non-negative
vectors to represent a point in the `1 -ball [BS83, CDS98]. Alternatively, this can also be
interpreted as considering an SVM defined by all Lasso dictionary vectors together with their
negatives (2n many points). We formalize this interpretation more precisely in Section 3.2. The
work of [GC05] does not address the SVM regularization parameter.
Notation. The following three sets of points will be central for our investigations. We denote
the unit simplex, the filled simplex as well as the `1 -unit-ball in Rn as follows.
P
4 := {x ∈ Rn | x ≥ 0,
xi = 1} ,
Pi
n
N := {x ∈ R | x ≥ 0,
i xi ≤ 1} ,
n
 := {x ∈ R | kxk1 ≤ 1} .
The 1-norm k.k1 is the sum of the absolute values of the entries of a vector. The standard
Euclidean norm is written as k.k.
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For a given matrix A ∈ Rd×n , we write Ai ∈ Rd , i ∈ [1..n] for its columns. We use the
notation AS := {Ax | x ∈ S} for subsets S ⊆ Rd and matrices A. The convex hull of a set S is
written as conv(S). By 0 and 1 we denote the all-zero and all-ones vectors in Rn , and In is the
n × n identity matrix. We write (A|B) for the horizontal concatenation of two matrices A, B.

2. Linear Classifiers and Support Vector Machines
Linear classifiers have become the standard workhorse for many machine learning problems.
Suppose we are given n datapoints Xi ∈ Rd , together with their binary labels yi ∈ {±1}, for
i ∈ [1..n].
As we illustrate in Figure 1, a linear classifier is a hyperplane that partitions the space Rd
into two parts, such that hopefully each point with a positive label will be on one side of the
plane, and the points of negative label will be on the other site. Writing the classifier as the
normal vector w of that hyperplane, we can formally write this separation as XiT w > 0 for those
points i with yi = +1, and XiT w < 0 if yi = −1, assuming we consider hyperplanes that pass
through the origin.
yi X i

Xi

Xj

Xj

w

w

yj X j
Figure 1: A linear classifier: illustration of the separation of two point classes, for a normal vector w.
Here we highlight two points i, j of different labels, with yi = +1 and yj = −1.

2.1. Support Vector Machines
The popular concept of support vector machines (SVM) is precisely this linear classifier idea
as we have introduced above, with one important addition: instead of being satisfied with any
arbitrary one among all separating hyperplanes, we want to find the hyperplane which separates
the two point classes by the best possible margin.
The margin is defined as the smallest distance to the hyperplane among all the datapoints.
Maximizing this margin over all possible linear classifiers w can be simply formalized as the
following optimization problem:
w
max min yi XiT
,
d
i
kwk
w∈R
i.e. maximizing the smallest projection onto the direction w, among all datapoints.
The SVM optimization problem (1) that we defined in the introduction is very closely related
to this form of optimization problem, as follows. If we take the Lagrange dual of problem (1),
we exactly obtain a problem of this margin maximization type, namely
max min ATi
x∈4

i

Ax
.
kAxk

(4)

Here we think of the columns of A being the SVM datapoints with their signs Ai = yi Xi . For
an overview of Lagrange duality, we refer the reader to [BV04, Section 5], or see for example
[GJ09, Appendix A] for the SVM case here. An alternative and slightly easier way to obtain
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this dual problem is to compute the simple “linearization” dual function as in [Hea82, Jag13b],
which avoids the notion of any dual variables. When starting from the non-squared version of
the SVM problem (1), this also gives the same formulation (4).
No matter if we use problem formulation (1) or (4), any feasible weight vector x readily
gives us a candidate classifier w = Ax, represented as a convex combination of the datapoints,
because the weight vectors x ∈ 4 ⊂ Rn lie in the simplex. The datapoints corresponding to
non-zero entries in x are called the support vectors.
Several other SVM variants of practical interest also have the property that their dual optimization problem is of the form (1), as we will discuss in the next Subsection 3.2.
Kernelization. A crucial and widely used observation is that both optimization problems (1)
and (4) are formulated purely in terms of the inner products between pairs of datapoints Ai :=
yi Xi , meaning that they can directly be optimized in the kernel case [CV95], provided that
we only have access to the entries of the matrix AT A ∈ Rn×n , but not the explicit features
A ∈ Rd×n . The matrix K = AT A is called the kernel matrix in the literature. Using this
notation, the SVM dual optimization problem (1) becomes
min xT Kx .
x∈4

Separation, and Approximate Solutions. It is natural to measure the quality of an approximate solution x to the SVM problem as the attained margin, which is precisely the attained
value in the above problem (4).
Definition 1. A vector w ∈ Rd is called σ-weakly-separating for the SVM instance (1) or (4)
respectively, for a parameter σ ≥ 0, if it holds that
ATi

w
≥σ
kwk

∀i ,

meaning that w attains a margin of separation of σ.
The margin value σ in this definition, or also the objective in (4), can be interpreted as
a useful certificate for the attained optimization quality as follows. If we take some x (the
separating vector now being interpreted as w = Ax), then the duality gap is given by the
difference of the margin value from the corresponding objective kAxk in problem (1). This
gap function is a certificate for the approximation quality (since the unknown optimum must
lie within the gap), which makes it a very useful stopping criterion for optimizers, see e.g.
[Hea82, GJ09, CHW10, Jag13b].
The simple perceptron algorithm [Ros58] is known to return a σ-weakly-separating solution
to the SVM after O(1/ε2 ) iterations, for ε := σ ∗ − σ being the additive error, if σ ∗ is the optimal
solution to (1) and (4).

2.2. Soft-Margin SVMs
For the successful practical application of SVMs, the soft-margin concept of tolerating outliers is
of central importance. Here we recall that also the soft-margin SVM variants using `2 -loss, with
regularized offset or no offset, both in the one-class and the two-class case, can be formulated
in the form (1). This fact is known in the SVM literature [SS02, KSBM00, TKC05], and can
be formalized as follows.
The two-class soft-margin SVM with squared loss (`2 -loss), without offset term, is given by
the primal optimization problem
2
1
C P 2
min
i ξi
2 kw̄k − ρ + 2
d
w̄∈R , ρ∈R,
(5)
n
ξ∈R
s.t. yi · w̄T Xi ≥ ρ − ξi ∀i ∈ [1..n] .
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For each datapoint, we have introduced a slack-variable ξi which is penalized in the objective
function in the case that the point does violate the margin. Here C > 0 is the regularization
parameter, steering the tradeoff between large margin and punishing outliers. In the end,
ρ/kw̄k will be the attained margin of separation. Note that in the classical SVM formulation,
the margin parameter ρ is usually fixed to one instead, while ρ is explicitly used in the equivalent
ν-SVM formulation known in the literature, see e.g. [SS02]. The equivalence of the soft-margin
SVM dual problem to the optimization problem (1) is stated in the following Lemma:
Lemma 2. The dual of the soft-margin SVM (5) is an instance of the classifier formulation (1),
that is minx∈4 kAxk2 , with


Z
∈ R(d+n)×n
A :=
√1 In
C
where the data matrix Z ∈ Rd×n consists of the n columns Zi := yi Xi .
Proof. Given in Appendix A for completeness, using standard Lagrange duality.
Not all SVM variants have our desired structure of the dual problem. For example, the hingeloss (or `1 -loss) SVM refers to the setting where the outliers are penalized according to their
margin-violation ξi , not the squared values ξi2 as we use here. Changing the loss function in
the primal optimization problem also affects the dual problem, so that the dual of the `1 -loss
SVM is not of the form (1). However in practice, it is known that both SVM variants with `1 or `2 -loss do perform similarly well for most applications [LM01, CHL08].
Obtaining a Weakly-Separating Vector for the `2 -loss Soft-Margin SVM. By the above
lemma, we observe that a weakly-separating vector is trivial to obtain for the `2 -loss SVM.
This

holds without any assumptions on the original input data (Xi , yi ). We set w := √10 1 ∈ Rd+n
n

to the all-one vector only on the second block of coordinates, rescaled to unit length. Clearly,
this direction w attains a separation margin of
ATi

w
=
kwk



yi Xi
√1 ei
C

T 

0



√1 1
n

=√

1
>0
nC

for all points i in Definition 1.
Incorporating an Offset Term. Our above SVM formulation also allows the use of an offset
(or bias) variable b ∈ R to obtain a classifier that does not necessarily pass through the origin.
Formally, the separation constraints then become yi · (wT Xi + b) ≥ ρ − ξi ∀i ∈ [1..n]. There is
a well-known trick to efficiently emulate such an offset parameter while still using our formulation (5), by simply increasing the dimensionality of Xi and w by one, and adding a fixed value
of one as the last coordinate to each of the datapoints Xi , see e.g. [KSBM00, TKC05]. As a
side-effect, the offset b2 is then also regularized in the new term kwk2 . Nevertheless, if desired,
the effect of this additional regularization can be made arbitrary weak by re-scaling the fixed
additional feature value from one to a larger value.
One-Class SVMs. All mentioned properties in this section also hold for the case of one-class
SVMs, by setting all labels yi to one, resulting in the same form of optimization problems (1)
and (4). One class SVMs are popular for example for anomaly or novelty detection applications.
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3. The Equivalence
3.1. Warm-Up: Equivalence between SVM and Non-Negative Lasso
Before we investigate the “real” Lasso problem (2) in the next two subsections, we will warm-up
by considering the non-negative variant (3). It is a simple observation that the non-negative
Lasso (3) is directly equivalent to the dual SVM problem (1) by a translation:
Equivalence by Translation. Given a non-negative Lasso instance (3), we can translate each
column vector of the matrix A by the vector −b. Doing so, we precisely obtain an SVM
instance (1), with the data matrix being
Ã := A − b1T ∈ Rd×n .
Here we have crucially used the simplex domain, ensuring that b1T x = b for any x ∈ 4. To
summarize, for those two optimization problems, the described translation precisely preserves
all the objective values of all feasible points for both problems (3) and (1), that is for all x ∈ 4.
This is why we say that the problems are equivalent.
The reduction in the other direction — i.e. reducing an SVM instance (1) to a non-negative
Lasso instance (3) — is trivial by choosing b := 0.
Now to relate the SVM to the “real” Lasso, the same translation idea is of crucial importance.
We explain the two reductions in the following subsections.

3.2. (Lasso  SVM): Given a Lasso Instance, Constructing an Equivalent SVM
Instance
(This reduction is significantly easier than the other direction.)
Parameterizing the `1 -Ball as a Convex Hull. One of the main properties of polytopes —
if not the main one — is that every polytope can be represented as the convex hull of its
vertices [Zie95]. When expressing an arbitrary point in the polytope as a convex combination
of some vertices, this leads to the standard concept of barycentric coordinates.
In order to represent the `1 -ball  by a simplex 4, this becomes particularly simple. The
`1 -ball  is the convex hull of its 2n vertices, which are {±ei | i ∈ [1..n]}, illustrating why  is
also called the cross-polytope.
The barycentric representation of the `1 -ball therefore amounts to the simple trick of using
two non-negative variables to represent each real variable, which is standard for example when
writing linear programs in standard form. For `1 problems such as the Lasso, this representation
was known very early [BS83, CDS98]. Formally, any n-vector x ∈  can be written as
x = (In |−In )xM for xM ∈ 4 ⊂ R2n .
Here xM is a 2n-vector, and we have used the notation (A|B) for the horizontal concatenation
of two matrices A, B.
Note that the barycentric representation is not a bijection in general, as there can be several
xM ∈ 4 ⊂ R2n representing the same point x ∈ Rn .
The Equivalent SVM Instance. Given a Lasso instance of the form (2), that is, minx∈ kAx − bk2 ,
we can directly parameterize the `1 -ball by the 2n-dimensional simplex as described above. By
writing (In |−In )xM for any x ∈ , the objective function becomes k(A |−A)xM − bk2 . This
means we have obtained the equivalent non-negative regression problem of the form (3) over
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the domain xM ∈ 4 which, by our above remark on translations, is equivalent to the SVM
formulation (1), i.e.
min ÃxM

xM ∈4

2

,

where the data matrix is given by
Ã := (A |−A) − b1T ∈ Rd×2n .
The additive rank-one term b1T for 1 ∈ R2n again just means that the vector b is subtracted
from each original column of A and −A, resulting in a translation of the problem. So we have
obtained an equivalent SVM instance consisting of 2n points in Rd .
Note that this equivalence not only means that the optimal solutions of the Lasso and the
SVM coincide, but indeed gives us the correspondence of all feasible points, preserving the
objective values: for any points solution x ∈ Rn to the Lasso, we have a feasible SVM point
xM ∈ 4 ⊂ R2n of the same objective value, and vice versa.

3.3. (SVM  Lasso): Given an SVM Instance, Constructing an Equivalent Lasso
Instance
This reduction is harder to accomplish than the other direction we explained before. Given an
instance of an SVM problem (1), we suppose that we have a (possibly non-optimal) σ-weaklyseparating vector w ∈ Rd available, for some (small) value σ > 0. Given w, we will demonstrate
in the following how to construct an equivalent Lasso instance (2).
Perhaps surprisingly, such a weakly-separating vector w is trivial to obtain for the `2 -loss softmargin SVM, as we have observed in Section 2.2 (even if the SVM input data is not separable).
Also for hard-margin SVM variants, finding such a weakly-separating vector for a small σ is
still significantly easier than the final goal of obtaining a near-perfect (σ ∗ − ε)-separation for a
small precision ε. It corresponds to running an SVM solver (such as the perceptron algorithm)
for only a constant number of iterations. In contrast, obtaining a better ε-accurate solution by
the same algorithm would require O(1/ε2 ) iterations, as mentioned in Section 2.
The Equivalent Lasso Instance.
SVM datapoints
together with the right hand side

Formally, we define the Lasso instance (Ã, b̃) as the translated
n
o
Ã := Ai + b̃ i ∈ [1..n]
b̃ := −

w D2
·
.
kwk σ

Here D > 0 is a strict upper bound on the length of the original SVM datapoints, i.e.
kAi k < D ∀i.
By definition of Ã, the resulting new Lasso objective function is
Ãx − b̃

=

(A + b̃1T )x − b̃

=

Ax + (1T x − 1)b̃

.

(6)

Therefore, this objective coincides with the original SVM objective (1), for any x ∈ 4 (meaning
that 1T x = 1). However, this does not necessarily hold for the larger part of the Lasso domain
when x ∈  \ 4. In the following discussion and the main Theorem 3, we will prove that all
those candidates x ∈  \ 4 can be discarded from the Lasso problem, as they do not contribute
to any optimal solutions.
As a side-remark, we note that the quantity D
σ that determines the magnitude of our translation is a known parameter in the SVM literature. [Bur98, SS02] have shown that the VC2
dimension of an SVM, a measure of “difficulty” for the classifier, is always lower than D
. Note
σ2
that by the definition of separation, σ ≤ D always holds.
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Geometric Intuition. Geometrically, the Lasso problem (2) is to compute the smallest Euclidean distance of the set A to the point b ∈ Rd . On the other hand the SVM problem —
after translating by b — is to minimize the distance of the smaller set A4 ⊂ A to the point b.
Here we have used the notation AS := {Ax | x ∈ S} for subsets S ⊆ Rd and linear maps A (it
is easy to check that linear maps do preserve convexity of sets, so that conv(AS) = A conv(S)).
Intuitively, the main idea of our reduction is to mirror our SVM points Ai at the origin, so
that both the points and their mirrored copies — and therefore the entire larger polytope A
— do end up lying “behind” the separating SVM margin. The hope is that the resulting
Lasso instance will have all its optimal solutions being non-negative, and lying in the simplex.
Surprisingly, this can be done, and we will show that all SVM solutions are preserved (and no
new solutions are introduced) when the feasible set 4 is extended to . In the following we will
formalize this precisely, and demonstrate how to translate along our known weakly-separating
vector w so that the resulting Lasso problem will have the same solution as the original SVM.
Properties of the Constructed Lasso Instance. The following theorem shows that for our
constructed Lasso instance, all interesting feasible points are contained in the simplex 4. By
our previous observation (6), we already know that all those candidates are feasible for both
the Lasso (2) and the SVM (1), and obtain the same objective values in both problems.
In other words, we have a one-to-one correspondence between all feasible points for the
SVM (1) on one hand, and the subset 4 ⊂  of feasible points of our constructed Lasso
instance (2), preserving all objective values. Furthermore, we have that in this Lasso instance,
all points in  \ 4 are strictly worse than the ones in 4. Therefore, we have also shown that
all optimal solutions must coincide.
Theorem 3. For any candidate solution x ∈  to the Lasso problem (2) defined by (Ã, b̃), there
is a feasible vector xM ∈ 4 in the simplex, of the same or better Lasso objective value γ.
Furthermore, this xM ∈ 4 attains the same objective value γ in the original SVM problem (1).
On the other hand, every xM ∈ 4 is of course also feasible for the Lasso, and attains the same
objective value there, again by (6).
Proof. The proof follows directly from the two main facts given in Propositions 4 and 5 below,
which state that “flipping negative signs improves the objective”, and that “scaling up improves
for non-negative vectors”, respectively. We will see below as why these two facts hold, which
is precisely by the choice of the translation b̃ along a weakly separating vector w, in order to
define our Lasso instance.
We assume that the given x does not already lie in the simplex. Now by applying Propositions 4 and 5, we obtain xM ∈ 4, of a strictly better objective value γ for problem (3). By
the observation (6) about the Lasso objective, we know that the original SVM objective value
attained by this xM is equal to γ.
Proposition 4 (Flipping negative signs improves the objective). Consider the Lasso problem (2)
defined by (Ã, b̃), and assume that x ∈  has some negative entries.
Then there is a strictly better solution xN ∈ N having only non-negative entries.
Proof. We are given x 6= 0, having at least one negative coordinate. Define xN 6= 0 as the vector
you get by flipping all the negative coordinates in x . We define δ ∈ N to be the difference
vector corresponding to this flipping, i.e. δi := −(x )i if (x )i < 0, and δi := 0 otherwise, so
that xN := x + 2δ gives xN ∈ N. We want to show that with respect to the quadratic objective
function, xN is strictly better than x . We do this by showing that the following difference in
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the objective values is strictly negative:
ÃxN − b̃

2

− Ãx − b̃

2

= kc + dk2 − kck2
= cT c + 2cT d + dT d − cT c = (2c + d)T d
= 4(Ãx − b̃ + Ãδ)T Ãδ
= 4(Ã(x + δ) − b̃)T Ãδ

where in the above calculations we have used that ÃxN = Ãx + 2Ãδ, and we substituted
c := Ãx − b̃ and d := 2Ãδ. Interestingly, x + δ ∈ N, since this addition just sets all previously
negative coordinates to zero.
The proof then follows from Lemma 8 below.
Proposition 5 (Scaling up improves for non-negative vectors). Consider the Lasso problem (2)
defined by (Ã, b̃), and assume that xN ∈ N has kxN k1 < 1.
Then we obtain a strictly better solution xM ∈ 4 by linearly scaling xN .
Proof. The proof follows along similar lines as the above proposition. We are given xN 6= 0
with kxN k1 < 1. Define xM as the vector we get by scaling up xM := λxN by λ > 1 such that
kxM k1 = 1. We want to show that with respect to the quadratic objective function, xM is
strictly better than xN . As in the previous proof, we again do this by showing that the following
difference in the objective values is strictly negative:
ÃxM − b̃

2

− ÃxN − b̃

2

= kc + dk2 − kck2
= cT c + 2cT d + dT d − cT c = (2c + d)T d
= λ0 (2ÃxN − 2b + λ0 ÃxN )T ÃxN
0
= 2λ0 (Ã 1 + λ2 xN − b̃)T ÃxN

where in the above calculations we have used that ÃxM = λÃxN for λ > 1, and we substituted
c := ÃxN − b̃ and d := ÃxM − ÃxN = (λ − 1)ÃxN =: λ0 ÃxN for λ0 := λ − 1 > 0. Note that
0
xM := (1 + λ0 )xN ∈ 4 so 1 + λ2 xN ∈ N.
The proof then follows from Lemma 8 below.
Definition 6. For a given axis vector w ∈ Rd , the cone with axis w, angle α ∈ (0, π2 ) with tip at

xT w
≥ cos α.
the origin is defined as cone(w, α) := x ∈ Rd ](x, w) ≤ α , or equivalently kxkkwk
◦

By cone (w, α) we denote the interior of the convex set cone(w, α), including the tip 0.

Lemma 7 (Separation). Let w be some σ-weakly-separating vector for the SVM (1) for σ > 0.
Then
◦

σ
i) AN ⊆ cone (w, arccos( D
))
σ
ii) Any vector in cone(w, arcsin( D
)) is still σ 0 -weakly-separating for A for some σ 0 > 0.

Proof. i) Definition 1 of weakly separating, and using that kAi k < D.
σ
ii) For any unit length vector v ∈ cone(w, arcsin( D
)), every other vector having a zero or
σ
σ
negative inner product with this v must have angle at least π2 − arcsin( D
) = arccos( D
) with the
◦

σ
cone axis w. However, by using i), we have A4 ⊆ cone (w, arccos( D
)), so every column vector
of A must have strictly positive inner product with v, or in other words v is σ 0 -weakly-separating
for A (for some σ 0 > 0).
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cone w, ⇡2

cone w, ↵

↵

w

A

D

↵

Figure 2: Illustration of the separation idea from Lemma 7, showing the cone of vectors that are still
σ
weakly-separating for the set of points A. Here we used the angle α := arccos( D
).

Ã

Ã

b̃
b̃

w

Figure 3: n
Illustration of Lemma
8.
Recall that the translated points are defined by Ã :=
o
2
w
· Dσ .
Ai + b̃ i ∈ [1..n] , where the translation is b̃ := − kwk

Lemma 8. Let w be some σ-weakly-separating vector for the SVM for σ > 0. Then we claim
2
w
· Dσ has the following properties. For any pair of
that the translation by the vector b̃ := − kwk
vectors x, δ ∈ N, δ 6= 0, we have that (Ãx − b̃)T (−Ãδ) > 0.

Proof. (See also Figure 3). By definition of the translation b̃, we have that the entire Euclidean
ball of radius D around the point −b̃ — and therefore also the point set −ÃN and in particular
σ
v := −Ãδ — is contained in cone(w, arcsin( D
)). Therefore by Lemma 7 ii), v is separating
for A, and by translation v also separates Ã from b̃. This establishes the result (Ãx − b̃)T v > 0
for any x ∈ 4.
To extend this to the case x ∈ N, we observe that by definition of b̃, also the point 0 − b̃ has
strictly positive inner product with v. Therefore the entire convex hull of Ã4 ∪ 0 and thus the
set ÃN has the desired property.
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4. Implications & Remarks
In the following, we will explain a handful of implications of the shown equivalence, by relating
both algorithms as well as known theoretical results for the Lasso or the SVM also to the
respective other method.

4.1. Sublinear Time Algorithms for Lasso and SVMs
The recent breakthrough SVM algorithm of [CHW10, HKS11] in time O(ε−2 (n+d) log n) returns
an ε-accurate solution to problem (1). Here ε-accurate means (σ ∗ − ε)-weakly-separating. The
running time of the algorithm is remarkable since for large data, it is significantly smaller than
even the size of the input matrix, being d · n. Therefore, the algorithm does not read the full
input matrix Ã. More precisely, [CHW10, Corollary III.2] proves that the algorithm provides
(with high probability) a solution p∗ ∈ 4 of additive error at most ε to
min max wT Ãp .
p∈4 w∈Rd ,
kwk≤1

This is a reformulation of minp∈4 pT ÃT Ãp , which is exactly our SVM problem (1), since for
given p, the inner maximum is attained when w = Ãp. Therefore, using our simple trick from
Section 3.2 of reducing any Lasso instance (2) to an SVM (1) (with its matrix Ã having twice
the number of columns as A), we directly obtain a sublinear time algorithm for the Lasso. Note
that since the algorithm of [CHW10, HKS11] only accesses the matrix Ã by simple entry-wise
queries, it is not necessary to explicitly compute and store Ã (which is a preprocessing that
would need linear time and storage). Instead, every entry Ãij that is queried by the algorithm
can be provided on the fly, by returning the corresponding (signed) entry of the Lasso matrix A,
minus bi .
It will be interesting to compare this alternative algorithm to the recent more specialized
sublinear time Lasso solvers in the line of work of [CBSSS11, HK12], which are only allowed
to access a constant fraction of the entries (or features) of each row of A. If we use our
proposed reduction here instead, the resulting algorithm from [CHW10] has more freedom: it
can (randomly) pick arbitrary entries of A, without necessarily accessing an equal number of
entries from each row.
On the other hand, it is an open research question if a sublinear SVM algorithm exists which
only accesses a constant small fraction of each datapoint, or of each feature of the input data.

4.2. A Kernelized Lasso
Traditional kernel regression techniques [SS04, SGV98, Rot04] try to learn a real-valued function f from the space Rd of the datapoints, such that the resulting real value for each datapoint
approximates some observed value. The regression model is chosen as a linear combination of
the (kernel) inner products with few existing landmark datapoints (the support vectors).
Here, as we discuss a kernelization of the Lasso that is in complete analogy to the classical
kernel trick for SVMs, our goal is different. We are not trying to approximate n many individual
real values (one for each datapoint, or row of A), but instead we are searching for a linear
combination of our points in the kernel space, such that the resulting combination is close to
the lifted point b, measured in the kernel space norm. Formally, suppose our kernel space H is
given by an inner product κ(y, z) = hΦ(y), Φ(z)i for some implicit mapping Φ : Rd → H. Then
we define our kernelized variant of the Lasso as
min
x∈

X
i

2

Φ(Ai )xi − Φ(b)

.

(7)

H

Nicely, analogous to the SVM case, also this objective function here is determined purely in
terms of the pairwise (kernel) inner products κ(·, ·).
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An alternative way to see this is to observe that our simple “mirror-and-translate” trick
from Section 3.2 also works the very same way in any kernel space H. Here, the equivalent
SVM instance is given by the 2n new points {±Φ(Ai ) − Φ(b) | i ∈ [1..n]} ⊂ H. The crucial
observation is that the (kernel) inner product of any two such points is
hsi Φ(Ai ) − Φ(b), sj Φ(Aj ) − Φ(b)i
= si sj κ(Ai , Aj ) − si κ(Ai , b) − sj κ(Aj , b) + κ(b, b) .
Here si , sj ∈ ±1 are the signs corresponding to each point. Therefore we have completely
determined the resulting 2n × 2n kernel matrix K that defines the kernelized SVM (1), namely
minx∈4 xT Kx, which solves our equivalent Lasso problem (7) in the kernel space H.
Discussion. While traditional kernel regression corresponds to a lifting of the rows of the
Lasso matrix A into the kernel space, our approach (7) by contrast is lifting the columns of A
(and the r.h.s. b). We note that it seems indeed counter-intuitive to make the regression “more
difficult” by artificially increasing the dimension of b. Using e.g. a polynomial kernel, this
means that we also want the higher moments of b to be well approximated by our estimated x.
On the other hand, increasing the dimension of b naturally corresponds to adding more data
rows (or measurements) to a classical Lasso instance (2).
In the light of the success of the kernel idea for the classification case with its existing welldeveloped theory, we think it will be interesting to relate these results to the above proposed
kernelized version of the Lasso, and to study how different kernels will affect the solution x
for applications of the Lasso. Using a different connection to SVMs, the early work of [Gir98]
has studied a similar kernelization of the penalized version of the Lasso, see also [EPP00]. For
applications in image retrieval, [TRS12] has recently applied a similar Lasso kernelization idea.

4.3. The Pattern of Support Vectors, in the View of Lasso Sparsity
Using our construction of the equivalent Lasso instance for a given SVM, we can translate
sparsity results for the Lasso to understand the pattern of support vectors of SVMs.
The motivation here is that a small number of support vectors is crucial for the efficient
application of SVMs in practice, in particular in the kernelized case, because the cost to evaluate
the resulting classifier is directly proportional to the number of support vectors. Furthermore,
the support vectors are the most informative points for the classification task, while the nonsupport vectors could be safely discarded from the problem.
Using Sparse Recovery Results. There has been a vast amount of literature studying the
sparsity of solutions to the Lasso and related `1 -regularized methods, in particular the study of
the sparsity of x when A and b are from distributions with certain properties. For example, in
the setting known as sparse recovery, the goal is to approximately recover a sparse solution x
using a Lasso instance A, b (consisting of only a small number of rows). Here b is interpreted as
a noisy or corrupted linear measurement Ax̂, and the unknown original x̂ is sparse. Classical
recovery results then show that under weak assumptions on A, b and the sparsity of x̂, the
optimal Lasso solution x must be identical to the (unknown) sparse x̂, see e.g. [CDS98, PS12].
Now our construction of the equivalent Lasso instance for a given SVM allows us to translate
such sparsity results to the pattern of SVM support vectors. More precisely, any result that
characterizes the Lasso sparsity for some distribution of matrices A and suitable b, will also
characterize the patterns of support vectors for the equivalent SVM instance (and in particular
the number of support vectors). This assumes that a Lasso sparsity result is applicable for the
type of translation b that we have used to construct the equivalent Lasso instance. However,
this is not hopeless. For example, existence of a weakly separating vector that is a sparse
convex combination of the SVM datapoints is sufficient, since this results in a translation b that
satisfies b ∝ Ax̂ for a sparse weight vector x̂. It remains to investigate which distributions and
corresponding sparsity results are of most practical interest from the SVM perspective, in order
to guarantee a small number of support vectors.
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Lasso Sparsity in the View of SVMs. In the very other direction, sparsity has also been
studied for SVMs in the literature, for example in the work of [Ste03], which analyzes the
asymptotic regime n → ∞. Using the simpler one of our reductions, the same results also hold
for the Lasso, when the number of variables n grows.

4.4. Screening Rules for Support Vector Machines
For the Lasso, screening rules have been developed recently. This approach consists of a preprocessing of the data A, in order to immediately discard those predictors Ai that can be
guaranteed to be inactive for the optimal solution. Provable guarantees for such rules were
first obtained by [GVR10], and studied also in the later work [WLG+ 13], or the heuristic
paper [TBF+ 11].
Translated to the SVM setting by our reduction, any such existing Lasso screening rule can
be used to permanently discard input points before the SVM optimization is started. The
screening rule then guarantees that any discarded point will not be a support vector, so the
resulting optimal classifier remains unchanged. We are not aware of screening rules in the SVM
literature so far, with the exception of the more recent paper of [OST13].
While the two previous subsections have mainly made use of the more complicated direction
of our reduction (SVM  Lasso) from Section 3.3, we can also gain some insights into the
pattern of support vectors of SVMs by using the other (simpler) direction of reduction, as we
will do next.

4.5. Regularization Paths and Homotopy Methods
For most machine learning methods — including SVMs and Lasso — one of the main hurdles
in practice is the selection of the right free parameters. For SVMs and Lasso, the main question
boils down on to how to select the best value for the regularization parameter, which determines
the trade-off between the best fit of the model, and the model complexity. For the SVM, this
is the soft-margin parameter C, while in the Lasso, the regularization parameter is the value r
for the required bound kxk1 ≤ r.
Since naive grid-search for the best parameter is error-prone and comes without guarantees
between the grid-values, algorithms that follow the solution path — as the regularization parameter changes — have been developed for both SVMs [HRTZ04] and Lasso [OPT00, EHJT04],
and have become popular in particular on the Lasso side.
In the light of our joint investigation of Lasso and SVMs here, we can gain the following
insights on path methods for the two problems:
General Solution Path Algorithms. We have observed that both the primal Lasso (2) and
the dual `2 -SVM (1) are in fact convex optimization problems over the simplex. This enables
us to apply the same solution path methods to both problems. More precisely, for problems
of the form minx∈4 f (x, t), general path following methods are available, that can maintain an
approximation guarantee along the entire path in the parameter t, as shown in [GJL12] and
more recently strengthened by [GMLS12]. These methods do apply for objective functions f
that are convex in x and continuous in the parameter t (which in our case is r for the Lasso
and C for the SVM).
Path Complexity. The exact solution path for the Lasso is known to be piecewise linear.
However, the number of pieces, i.e. the complexity of the path, is not easy to determine. The
recent work of [MY12] has constructed a Lasso instance A ∈ Rd×n , b ∈ Rn , such that the
complexity of the solution path (as the parameter r increases) is exponential in n. This is
inspired by a similar result by [GJM12] which holds for the `1 -SVM.
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Making use of the easier one of the reductions we have shown above, we ask if similar complexity worst-case results could also be obtained for the `2 -SVM. For every constraint value
r > 0 for the Lasso problem, we have seen that the corresponding equivalent SVM instance (1)
2
as constructed in Section 3.2 is minx∈4 Ã(r) x , with
Ã(r) := r(A |−A) − b1T ∈ Rd×2n .

(8)

Therefore, we have obtained a hard-margin SVM, with the datapoints moving in the space Rd
as the Lasso regularization parameter r changes. The movement is a simple linear rescaling by r,
relative to the reference point b ∈ Rd . The result of [MY12] shows that essentially all sparsity
patterns do occur in the Lasso solution as r changes2 , i.e. that the number of patterns is exponential in n. For each pattern, we know that the SVM solution x = (In |−In )xM is identical to
the Lasso solution, and in particular also has the same sparsity pattern. Therefore, we also have
the same (exponential) number of different sparsity patterns in the simplex parameterization xM
for the SVM (one could even choose more in those cases where the mapping is not unique).
To summarize, we have shown that a simple rescaling of the SVM data can have a very drastic
effect, in that every pattern of support vectors can potentially occur as this scaling changes.
While our construction is still a worst-case result, note that the operation of rescaling is not
unrealistic in practice, as it is similar to popular data preprocessing by re-normalizing the data,
e.g. for zero mean and variance one.
However, note that the constructed instance (8) is a hard-margin SVM, with the datapoints
moving as the parameter r changes. It does not directly correspond to a soft-margin SVM,
because the movement of points is different from changing the regularization parameter C in
an `2 -SVM. As we have seen in Lemma 2, changing C in the SVM formulation (5) has the
2
effect that the datapoints Ã(C) in the dual problem minx∈4 Ã(C) x move as follows (after
re-scaling the entire problem by the constant factor C):

√
CX
∈ R(d+n)×n
Ã(C) :=
In
In conclusion, the reduction technique here does unfortunately not yet directly translate the
regularization path of the Lasso to a regularization path for an `2 -SVM. Still, we have gained
some more insight as to how “badly” the set of SVM support vectors can change when the SVM
data is simply re-scaled. We hope that the correspondence will be a first step to better relate
the two kinds of regularization paths in the future. Similar methods could also extend to the
case when other types of parameters are varied, such as e.g. a kernel parameter.

2

The result of [MY12] applies to the penalized formulation of the Lasso, that is the solution path of
minx∈Rn kAx − bk2 + λ kxk1 as the parameter λ ∈ R+ varies. However, here we are interested in the constrained Lasso formulation, that is minx, kxk1 ≤r kAx − bk2 where the regularization parameter is r ∈ R+ .
Luckily, the penalized and the constrained problem formulations are known to be equivalent by standard
convex optimization theory, and the have the same regularization paths, in the following sense. For every
choice of λ ∈ R+ , there is a value for the constraint parameter r such that the solutions to the two problems
are identical (choose for example r(λ) := x∗(λ) 1 for some optimal x∗(λ) , then the same vector is obviously
also optimal for the constrained problem). This mapping from λ to r(λ) is monotone. As the regularization
parameter λ is weakened (i.e. decreased), the corresponding constraint value r(λ) only grows larger.
The mapping in the other direction is similar: for every r, we know there is a value λ(r) (in fact this is the
Lagrange multiplier of the constraint kxk1 ≤ r), such that the penalized formulation has the same solution,
and the mapping from r to λ(r) is monotone as well.
Having both connections, it is clear that the two kinds of regularization paths must be the same, and that
the support patterns that occur in the solutions — as we go along the path — are also appearing in the very
same order as we track the respective other path.
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5. Conclusions
We have investigated the relation between the Lasso and SVMs, and constructed equivalent
instances of the respective other problem. While obtaining an equivalent SVM instance for a
given Lasso is straightforward, the other direction is slightly more involved in terms of proof,
but still simple to implement, in particular e.g. for `2 -loss SVMs.
The two reductions allow us to better relate and compare many existing algorithms for both
problems. Also, it can be used to translate a lot of the known theory for each method also to
the respective other method. In the future, we hope that the understanding of both types of
methods can be further deepened by using this correspondence.

A. Some Soft-Margin SVM Variants that are Equivalent to (1)
We include the derivation of the dual formulation to the `2 -loss soft-margin SVM (5) for n
datapoints Xi ∈ Rd , together with their binary class labels yi ∈ {±1}, for i ∈ [1..n], as defined
above in Section 2.2. The equivalence to (1) directly extends to the one- and two-class case,
without or with (regularized) offset term, and as well for the hard-margin SVM. These equivalent
formulations have been known in the SVM literature, see e.g. [SS02, KSBM00, TKC05, GJ09],
and the references therein.
Lemma’ 2. The dual of the soft-margin SVM (5) is an instance of the classifier formulation (1),
that is minx∈4 kAxk2 , with


Z
∈ R(d+n)×n
A :=
√1 In
C
where the data matrix Z ∈ Rd×n consists of the n columns Zi := yi Xi .

Proof. The Lagrangian [BV04, Section 5] of the soft-margin SVM formulation (5) with its n
constraints can be written as
2
C P 2
L(w, ρ, ξ, α) := 12 kwk

P − ρ +T 2 i ξi
+ i αi −w Zi + ρ − ξi .

Here we introduced a non-negative Lagrange multiplier αi ≥ 0 for each of the n constraints.
Differentiating L with respect to the primal variables, we obtain the KKT optimality conditions
P
!
∂
0 = ∂w
= w − i αi Zi
P
!
∂
= 1 − i αi
0 = ∂ρ
!

0=

∂
∂ξ

= Cξ − α .

When plugged into the Lagrange dual problem maxα minw,ρ,ξ L(w, ρ, ξ, α) , these give us the
equivalent formulation (sometimes called the Wolfe-dual )
maxα

In other words the dual is

C 1 T
1 T T
2 α Z Zα − ρ + 2 C 2 α α
T
T
− α Z Zα + ρ − C1 αT α
1 T
= − 21 αT Z T Zα − 2C
α α.

minα αT Z T Z +
s.t. α ≥ 0
αT 1 = 1 .

1
C In



α

This is directly an instance of our first SVM formulation (1) used in the introduction, if we use


the extended matrix
Z
A :=
∈ R(d+n)×n .
√1 In
C
Note that the (unique) optimal primal solution w can directly be obtained from any dual
optimal α by using the optimality condition w = Aα.
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